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Wednesday, March 3 of 2021
SPECIAL MESSAGE OF THE GLORIFIED CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED AT THE MARIAN
CENTER OF AURORA, PAYSANDU, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO
CORAZÓN DE JESÚS, FOR THE 90TH MARATHON OF DIVINE MERCY

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.
Behold the universe, which belongs to you and this is still unknown.
From the universe, I have come to bring you My Message of awakening, in the face of a planetary
scenario that only provokes chaos, conflict and confusion; a scenario in which the human
consciousness in this time must make a great effort in order to elevate and transcend itself; in which
the abysses of the earthly consciousness absorb souls and make them lose track of the Christic Path.
Time and again, I approach the Earth's orbit to contemplate the world and humanity, knowing that
this moment would come, because I already knew it since the Garden of Gethsemane.
Today I come dressed with My violet garment, with the flame of the violet fire of the universe so
that the waves of adversity may be transmuted and liberated from the earthly consciousness, so that
My apostles and disciples are not absorbed by evil.
I have always spoken to you about the importance of entering My Heart. This is the time, this is the
moment; but in order to cross the door of My Heart and be protected, you must surrender, you must
yield, you must humble yourselves.
The door of My Heart is so small, that you cannot imagine. It is through the door of humility that
you will be able to enter My Heart and there you will be safe from any harassment.
Although the human consciousness commits itself, day by day, to that which is not evolutionary
nor spiritual, I come again to the world to make it remember what I left here more than two
thousand years ago.
The Blood of the Lamb was shed upon the surface of this planet and this has incalculable value for
you.
Invoke the power of My Blood and be bathed by it, receive the Christic Codes of Light that were
achieved through the sacrifice of your Lord. In this way, from the consecrated consciousnesses to
the consciousness of humanity, everyone will be filled by these Codes and be able to straighten
their paths, until they can meet Me in the inner planes.
I know it is not easy to liberate oneself from the chains of oppression, of harassment and of
darkness, but you have the tools to do it.
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The power of the word of prayer will lead you to be at another point and in another state of
consciousness.
The commitment to the life of the Sacraments will lead you to be protected and blessed by My
Gifts.
To love the power of the Cross of Emmanuel and of the Cross of your Master and Lord will free
you from sin.
A life of charity, of surrender and of service will remove you from yourselves so that you may
learn to truly love.
Thus, with these simple tools that We have taught you, you will be able to survive in this fierce
battle that is taking place on the planet, which many do not see and most do not want to accept.
This is the time of Armageddon, it is the first time of the book of the Apocalypse.
No longer let your eyes be covered by the blindfolds of illusion. Tear up these blindfolds and free
yourselves forever from that which is superficial.
May your hearts not become points of indifference, of insensitivity nor of despise.
I have given you all that you need and a little more so that you may come to this moment. Do not
fear knowing yourselves just as you are, and not what you appear to be.
Through the spirit of My Truth, become free from yourselves, and thus you will free the world
from suffering.
Many of Mine throughout the whole world were assigned to live this time, they were anointed by
My own Hand of Light, under the impulse of My Divinity, so that they would never forget the
commitment.
Now it is not time to be busy with yourselves, but rather with My Plan. It is time to love the
proposal that I gave you seven years ago.
I still wait that you can be My Word, My Message. I still wait that you can be My apostles, as
many have been throughout the times. But this, companions, has a price; it is not a favor, nor is it
an emotion.
To be under My Government means responsibility and discernment. To be under My Government
means love and unity, transparency and truth, because evil does not know these attributes.
If your lives are these attributes, as imperfect as they may be, you will be protected and you will
not suffer. For a moment, look around you, and you will realize what I tell you, it is not necessary
that you go far to perceive it.
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Each one of you must purify your lives during this Lent, but let this be a true purification and not a
mental one.
You must feel in your own flesh the need to be different, the aspiration to fulfill My designs and at
least reflecting on Earth a little love, a little light; because the world lacks this light and lacks this
love, and you know this.
May this Marathon number ninety represent discernment for all, the action of love in all things and
needs, the responsibility to live the commitment and not to escape the commitment; the affirmation
to be My apostles, and someday be the New Christs, the Christs of the New Time.
I know that many of you have thought someday that you would not come to this moment, nor to be
so aware of the responsibility of being with Me, of being by My side; but this is what God needs.
His celestial treasures cannot be kept just anywhere nor in just any consciousness. His celestial
treasures must be kept in the most humble, the most simple but truest hearts.
If humanity could understand the need to live change, that which is happening in the world would
not be so.
Many think that the Celestial Father does not want to dissolve everything that is happening in the
world, but this is not true, companions.
Humanity generates its own sufferings, and these sufferings fall upon the most innocent and the
poorest among the poor.
A true King would never be born in a palace. I need you to be humble, just as I had to be in the
manger in Bethlehem.
God does not hide in material wealth. God is present in the spiritual treasures, which can be the
very example of souls that are converted and redeemed.
May the sacred violet garments of Christ make you understand, in this Lent, that you are already in
the time of a great transition, a transition that is more definitive and profound than it seems to be.
Open your inner senses to understand all that I tell you. Do not try to understand with your mind
nor with your external senses.
In this Lent, open yourselves to be transfigured by My Light.
May My apostles hear the call of the Lord of Israel and may they prepare the spaces for His arrival.
This is the time marked for My Return. It is the time when many of Mine will have the opportunity
of learning and of growing, if they so accept.
I will no longer force you to follow Me. Your feet must walk by themselves, just as I have told you,
that for faith you must walk upon the waters, just as the apostle Peter.
May this Marathon invoke the Gift of Discernment of the Holy Spirit so that the consciousnesses,
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from the consecrated consciousnesses down to all of humanity, by irresponsibility, by indifference
or by lack of common sense, not miss the opportunity that the Father has given them.
At the doors of this Sacred Week, and after so many Sacred Weeks, the moment has come for you
to carry your own cross and to be brave, to learn to endure the fire of purification and to learn to
transcend yourselves, to free yourselves from yourselves, forever.
In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

